Short-time restricted diffusion in a static gradient and the attenuation of individual coherence pathways.
We experimentally explore some of the implications of a recent theoretical study [J. Magn. Reson. 64 (2003) 145] for the measurement of restricted diffusion in connected porous media in a static gradient. In particular, we examine how restriction affects the short-time attenuation of different coherence pathways, all excited with the same sequence of slice-selective radiofrequency (RF) pulses, and how the various pathways make the transition to the long-time or tortuosity regime. We confirm that every pathway contains equivalent diffusional information and, for short times, yields the surface-to-volume ratio (S/V) of the confining space. We find also, in agreement with the theoretical predictions, that different pathways are controlled by different time scales and, thus, exhibit different sensitivity to restriction. This property might be exploited when designing optimal sequences to study restricted motion.